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Section 1 – The management plan
1.1 The aim
The aim of this management plan is to set out guidelines for the future management of War Memorial Park,
thereby ensuring a co-ordinated approach to achieve a common vision.
This plan provides an integrated approach to the maintenance and management of War Memorial Park.
It aims to ensure a high quality space which is accessible and well connected to the surrounding area,
multi-functional, attractive and appealing, bio-diverse and of benefit to the community.

1.2 Context
There are numerous international, national are regional strategies, policies and Acts of Parliament which are
relevant to the management of publically owned land. Below details the local documents, which have been
informed by higher level (regional, national and international) documents that are relevant to the park.

Corporate and strategic context
Council Plan 2013 to 2017
Our priorities
The Council Plan sets out the general direction, key priorities and activities for the council and informs the
use of its resources. The key themes of the Plan are:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Improving economic vitality
Increasing skills and employment
Getting connected
Planning policies that safeguard local distinctiveness
Creating neighbourhoods where people feel safe and want to live
Protecting our environment
Maintaining a reputation for quality arts and leisure
Supporting active, healthy and involved communities

In the context of parks and open spaces, over the next four years the period of the plan, the council aims
to address these priorities as follows:
·
·
·

·
·
·

Support local communities to shape their area in the way they want, through neighbourhood plans.
Keep our streets safe and crime and anti-social behaviour low through joint working with the police 		
and our Community Safety Patrol Officers.
Protect, restore, reconnect and expand biodiversity and the rural nature of our borough through 		
better management of our woodlands, parks and open spaces — and the introduction of additional 		
green infrastructure and implementation of a new Green Infrastructure Strategy.
Improve sporting opportunities by delivering our plans for sport and recreation, including support
for local grass roots organisations.
Enable residents to have their say and address local issues through development of local for a
and community planning.
Promote healthy lifestyles and encourage participation in sport and cultural activities.
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·

Support the community and voluntary sector to influence and deliver local services that residents 		
care about.

These and other priorities that residents have identified are reflected in this plan.
In addition, the Portfolio Holder for Community Services and the Environment has agreed priorities which will
contribute to the delivery of the Council Plan as follows:
·
·
·

·

Manage our land and resource to deliver a more bio-diverse borough
Work with local community groups to help them take control over their own green spaces and 		
manage them on our behalf
Create more green spaces and rectify the lack of green space identified in key areas, creating a
network of accessible green spaces which are appropriately managed, balancing bio-diversity interest
with the needs of users
Implement the Living Landscapes action plan, including a focus on the biodiversity project areas and
a training programme for tree wardens

Pride in our place. The community strategy 2006 to 2016
The community strategy sets an ambitious vision for the borough:
 asingstoke and Deane will become famous for social justice, well-being and prosperity for all: alert
B
to its heritage and responsibility to improve the built and natural environment, it will be held up as a
beacon for others to see what can be achieved with courage and ambition by talented, welcoming
and confident people working together

Green Infrastructure Strategy 2013 to 2029
This strategy seeks to provide a planned and managed network of green infrastructure across the borough.
In order to achieve the aims, the council has set targets for the maintenance, enhancement or creation of
important habitats, of which War Memorial Park contributes in various ways, these are detailed in section 2.2.
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Living Landscapes 2014
Sets out a range of aims and objectives that seeks to protect and enhance the flora and fauna within the
borough. Aims include the production of site specific management plans to ensure important species
are appropriately managed to maintain or improve populations, and provision of training opportunities for
volunteers and wardens to help with species recording.

Tree Policy 2014
Sets out how the council will carry out its various tree functions to ensure safety of council trees, maintain
and encourage biodiversity and maintain and improve landscape quality.

Climate Change Strategy 2014
A pledge to reduce council carbon emissions, encourage and support residents, community groups and
businesses to reduce their emissions and prepare and plan for the inevitable impacts of climate change on
services and within the local community.

Strategic Plan for Sport and Recreation 2012 to 2025
An assessment of the borough’s current provision with objectives set to retain and maintain provision,
improve quality and capacity, enable development of new provision and drive up participation, including
improving access for disabled users, promoting walking and cycling links and encouraging informal
provision in parks and open spaces i.e. running and cycling trails.

Procurement and Management Strategy 2013 to 2017
The strategy plans to ensure that best practice procurement and contract management practice is applied
consistently throughout the council. A key principle relevant to the management of parks is to minimise
environmental impacts by developing environmental friendly specifications, as well as encouraging suppliers to
adopt environmentally friendly processes and supply environmentally friendly goods and services.

1.3 Scope
This plan will cover the key issues affecting the park, the vision for the future of the park, the objectives for
management, and a plan of action and schedules of materials and works. The objectives cover such areas as
design, grounds maintenance, sustainability, community involvement, accessibility, marketing, health and safety,
conservation and heritage.

1.4 Period of the plan
The plan covers a period of 10 years, from April 2007 to March 2017. Progress will be reviewed annually to
ensure that changes in policy, good practice and increasing knowledge of community needs, and impact
of management changes on existing uses of the site, including improved biodiversity, can be properly
accommodated within the aims of the agreed plan.
The plan is updated annually and a full review is planned for 2017 to bring the document in line with the latest
guidance on management planning from the Green Flag Award, and other borough site management plans, and
any development proposals affecting the area.
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1.5 Consultation
The officers and representatives of several organisations were consulted on the production of this management plan. This
was achieved through meetings, telephone interviews or by individuals supplying information for inclusion to the plan.

Residents Survey 2014
The Residents Survey carried out in 2014 highlighted the importance of green spaces to local residents.
•

Out of 25 services, provision of parks and other green spaces was considered the fourth most important
and protecting our natural environment sixth most important.

•

Parks and open spaces was in the list of top ten things which Basingstoke and Deane residents think make
somewhere a good place to live.

•

Of the 24 Quality of Life factors (things that make somewhere a good place to live) the 2014 results placed the
following:
l

Parks and Open Spaces 9th

l

Natural green spaces and wildlife 11th

l

Access to nature 15th

There was no satisfaction question asked in this survey. It is planned to gather customer satisfaction data from 2015
when the Natural Environment team resumes a programme of visitor surveys as part of the implementation of the Green
Infrastructure Strategy.

1.6 Monitoring
Meetings will be held a minmum of every four months between those responsible for implementing the
management plan to monitor implementation and to agree any changes to the document. If amendments or
additions are felt necessary prior to these meetings then they may be raised with the relevant officer who will
discuss them with those involved in the production and implementation of the plan before their inclusion is agreed
or rejected.
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1.7 Management objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The park will be welcoming and accessible to all and provide information for its visitors
The park will be safe and secure
The park will be clean and well maintained
The park will be managed in accordance with sustainability principles
The natural and built value of the park will be protected and enhanced
The local community will be consulted on the management of the park
Information will be provided to enable visitors to make the most of the park as a community resource

1.8 Summary
This summary refers to the War Memorial park management plan which was produced in consultation with
council environmental officers and members of the public.
The aim of the plan is to provide a coordinated approach to the future management and development of the
park to achieve a common vision for its design and role. For this reason it is essential that all work carried out,
as well as materials and furniture purchased, complies with the plan. Any additions or variations to the plan must
first be agreed with the operations officers responsible for strategic and operational management. In the case of
large scale works or potentially controversial activities, representatives of the public should be consulted. Regular
internal quarterly meetings will be held to provide an opportunity to monitor progress and agree amendments.

Section 2 The park
2.1 Site plan and access

OLD COMMON

The park is approximately 22 hectares (55 acres), the land is owned by Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council.
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By car
Visitors arriving by car can park at Crossborough Hill car park, which is on the northern boundary of the park. This
car park is used for disabled parking when events are held in the park, with overflow parking on the Old Common
land.

Pedestrian
Pedestrian access can be gained via:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Main entrance at the Civic Offices
Main entrance on the western side of the park from Hackwood Road
A smaller entrance point further south on Hackwood Road
Two subway entrances under the ring road from the south
Eastern side connecting the site to Black Dam ponds
Entrance off London Road

Public transport
Two bus stops are located on Hackwood Road near park entrances. Start at the bus station in the town centre
and routes running from Black Dam, Alton, and Brighton Hill stop at both stops on Hackwood road.

OS map reference
SU 641516

Location map

Crossborough
Hill

War Memorial
Park wc
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Access points and car park

6
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Location of access points and car park

2.2 The council’s Green Infrastructure Strategy and the role of the park
The council’s Green Infrastructure Strategy for 2013 to 2029 sets out a vision for green infrastructure
including parks across the borough as follows:
The vision underpinning this strategy is to provide a planned and managed network of green infrastructure
across Basingstoke and Deane which:
·
provides residents with adequate local access to a network of high quality parks, open spaces, green 		
links and corridors;
·
protects the health and attractiveness of our natural environment, enhancing those areas which can 		
make a positive contribution to biodiversity; and
·
allows the natural environment to thrive alongside the built environment.
In order to achieve this, the strategy aims to:
manage, protect and restore existing green infrastructure; and
expand and reconnect green infrastructure where there is an identified deficit or where housing growth
is planned and additional provision is needed.

·
·

Green Infrastructure has a role at different scales and this is acknowledged in the strategy in assessing the
roles and functions of different green spaces. Parks fall in to the borough and neighbourhood categories:
Borough — country parks, premier parks, local nature reserves, local rights of way and cycle routes, local
nature reserves, river corridors, key habitats, greenways and green lanes, local transport corridors, and
public parks and gardens.
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Neighbourhood — parks and green spaces used by
local communities, parish council owned/managed
open spaces, patches of informal natural green space,
communal gardens, private gardens, green roofs and
walls, and sustainable urban drainage systems.
War Memorial Park is considered to be a premier park
as it is visited by residents from across the borough as
well as visitors to the town from outside the borough. The
specific role of the park within the green Infrastructure of
the borough is to provide:
•
•
•
•
•

One of the towns main events spaces
A major attraction for families
A centre for sport
A heritage attraction
A location for wedding photographs

2.3 Site heritage
The park lies on the edge of the town centre adjoining
the civic offices. The 18th century parkland, at the west
end of the park, was purchased by public subscription to
commemorate the lives that were lost during the 1914 to
1918 War. It was originally known as Goldings park, as
it was part of the land attached to the Georgian house
known as Goldings, which is now part of the civic offices
campus.

War Memorial Park in 1916

The parkland, now incorporated within the west end of the War Memorial park was originally laid out between
1788 and 1797 as private grounds to an early Georgian house known as Goldings. The parkland arose out
of the enclosure of the parish lands, begun in 1774. The park remained part of the Goldings estate until 1915
when the then owner William Chambers Lefroy died leaving no heirs.
On 28 January 1919, a public meeting was convened. The meeting unanimously resolved that a war memorial
for the town should be erected, and a committee was appointed to consider various suggestions. On 26 May
1919, a further public meeting was held and, after votes had been taken on a number of suggested schemes,
it was proposed that the Goldings property be acquired. In order that this might be achieved, the house
and park were purchased for a sum of £10,500 by Thomas Burberry, famous for inventing gabardine, who
arranged with the committee to hold it until they had sufficient funds to purchase it.
In 1921 the committee was in a position to acquire the park, comprising an area of about 15 acres, for the
sum of £4,500 plus £150 for vendors’ expenses. This transition was completed, and on 26 May 1921 the
Chairman of the committee, in the presence of a large assembly, handed the legal conveyance of the park
to the Mayor for the Corporation of Basingstoke, to be held in perpetuity for the benefit of the town. The
Mayor received the deed and thanked The War Memorial Committee and the subscribers for the gift.
The Lord Lieutenant of Hampshire, Major - General J E B Seely CB CMG DSO, performed the ceremony of
unlocking the gate at the Hackwood Road entrance, and declared the park open for the use and enjoyment
of the public. “It is indeed a splendid memorial”, said the Lord Lieutenant, “for I think no town of the size of
Basingstoke has had so beautiful a park presented to it by the generosity of its citizens as a memorial for
those who fell”.
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Original design
The parkland was designed in the picturesque landscape style popular during the 18th century. Goldings,
with its gardens and orchards, was separated from the parkland by a ha - ha, retained on the north side
by brick and flint. Trees were planted to frame the main views from the house, which included the summer
house, or temple, in the middle distance.
The maturing tree planting which gave structure to the parkland, is clearly shown in the 1825 to 1826 Greenwood
Plan. The park is again shown in detail on the 1840s town map, unchanged and still in its 18th century style. Maps
available through to the first edition OS map, and including plans associated with sales documents, all confirm the
continuity of style in which the park was maintained until its conveyance to the Corporation of Basingstoke. The
1916 sales particulars for Goldings included the following description of the park:
“On the south front of the house runs a broad gravelled walk and wide - spreading ornamental lawn for
tennis and croquet, adorned by flower - beds and parterres and choice of shrubbery. Herbaceous borders,
rose garden, two walled fruit and vegetable gardens. Brick and glass orangery, vinery, peach - house and
greenhouse (all heated), potting and tool - sheds and forcing pits. A productive orchard meadow of about 2
acres, and about 15 acres of beautifully timbered park land surrounded by spinneys and belts of oak, beech
and fir trees of great charm, intersected by winding walks of most romantic character. In the shelter of some
magnificent old cedar trees, planted on rising ground, is a brick - built temple of hexagonal shape, lighted on
four sides and having a fireplace. Forming a most delightful and secluded retreat. At the south - extremity of
the park is a brick and slate cottage, probably originally intended as an entrance lodge to a proposed drive
through the property. It is of picturesque design ………”.

Changes to the original design
Prior to the actual conveyance of the park to the corporation, Mr Burberry allowed the town council to enter and
commence the work of preparing it for public use. Plans for the layout of the park were prepared by J Arther Smith
FRIBA, and the work was carried out during the winter of 1920 to 1921, under the supervision of the Borough
Surveyor (J H Drew, Minst. CE). At this time, as an aftermath of the war, the town was suffering from a great deal
of unemployment, and the laying out of the park gave the town council an opportunity of providing work for many
weeks for a considerable number of men. The national exchequer provided 60% of the cost of the labour.
A gravelled walk was constructed from the Hackwood Road entrance leading to the bandstand, which was
moved to the park from the nearby Fairfields Recreation Ground in 1927. To the north of the bandstand, eight
lawn tennis courts were constructed and enclosed by fencing. A path ran north from the bandstand, between the
two groups of courts, over the ha - ha, alongside a bowling green and finished at the London Road entrance. At
the south end of the park a shallow circular pond was constructed for small children to paddle and sail toy boats.
Seats were provided to overlook the parkland and an aviary was added in 1940.
Subsequent to the opening of the park, the town
council acquired Goldings house for municipal
purposes, together with the adjoining lawns and
gardens, and the lodge and plantation at the southern
extremity of the park. It was decided that the principal
entrance to the park would be from London Road and
an architect was asked to design a suitable memorial
and entrance.
The design adopted was in the form of a monument
at the intersection of the axial lines of the house
terrace with the new approach from the London Road
entrance. The gates were of a simple and bold design
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Left; WW1 soldiers billeted on the Common, Below; Goldings post war

in wrought iron with bronze monogram panels in the centre. They were hung on stone and brick piers with brick
flanking circular walls.
When the southern part of the Basingstoke ring road was built in the 1970s, part of the War Memorial park was
lost. A new section of boundary wall was constructed to retain the enclosure of the park, and new boundary
tree planting was established. To compensate for the lost land, an area was added to the east side of the park.
Football pitches, a cricket square, skate park and the John Arlott Pavilion have been established on this land
together with the tennis centre.
Further to the east is Old Common, an area of former common land now managed as part of the War Memorial Park.
In 1977, the Basingstoke old town centre conservation area was designated. It was centred on the remaining part
of the old town centre commercial area, but included Goldings and its historic parkland.
Many mature trees in the woodland belts around the perimeter of the parkland were lost during the October gales
of 1987. The subsequent removal of potentially hazardous trees has resulted in further reductions in the original
tree cover.
In 1993 public consultation was undertaken on a ten year development plan for the War Memorial park.
War Memorial
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Three phases of proposed improvements were identified.

2.4 Current use and condition
The park lies on the edge of the town centre, adjoining the civic offices. While the park is some distance
from the main shopping precincts, it is within comfortable walking distance of the pedestrianised Top of
the Town, areas of employment (including the Civic Offices), residential areas, to the south and west, and
adjoins The Costello School.
The main users of the park are event spectators and participants, local residents taking exercise, bringing
children to the play area and taking a short cut to the town centre, local workers and students using the
park at lunchtimes. The town’s registery office in Goldings house is superbly situated and newly weds take
advantage of the park as the ideal location for wedding photography.
Aspects of design
The park offers opportunities for relaxation and recreation, entertainment and education for all. The site
demonstrates high quality conservation and interpretation of its important heritage features. It is welcoming
and accessible and managed for the long - term benefit of the community and the wider environment.
The 18th Century park will retain a clear overall design style, which enhances its historic importance, and is
attractive and appropriate to its use and the needs of visitors.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 aterials and furniture will be in keeping with the overall historic park style, and link to other materials
M
used elsewhere in the park.
Materials will be durable and have as low an environmental impact as possible, both in manufacture
and in use.
Planting layout and species selection will avoid creating future maintenance problems, such as
intensive weed control or excessive cutting back of paths.
There will be good use of shape, colour, texture and form, in both hard and soft landscape.
Planting will be stimulating, not bland and mundane.
Opportunities to use public art will be sought to add interest.
Hard landscape will complement soft landscape, rather than dominate it.

2.5 Key issues
Play facilities
The current play area is extremely popular, but additional equipment for a wider age group and abilities
would be optimum. This will be addressed in the design review. The type and location of additional play
equipment would be subject to broad and detailed consultation.
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Floods
Changing climate is impacting on the borough and, following periods of heavy rainfall the War Memorial park
suffers localised minor flooding. The ha ha fills and it makes it difficult for event vehicles manoeuvering onto
and off the park. Following the heavy flooding of 2007, drainage works were carried out around the area of
the ha ha to help alleviate flooding in this area.
Opportunities should be explored for future Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) such as rain gardens
within the park. These will reduce flash flooding and will provide opportunities to involve schools and
colleges in their build and design.
Graffiti, vandalism and antisocial behaviour
Tackling antisocial behaviour, including rowdiness, drunkenness
and inconsiderate behaviour continues to be a priority for
Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council. When issues of
antisocial behaviour arise in War Memorial Park, the Community
Safety Patrol service (CSPOs) and Safer North Hampshire team
work closely with the Operations team, Police and other partners
to respond to community concerns and identify appropriate
responses. Activity has included high visibility patrols during known
peak times, alcohol confiscations and taking further action against
persistent offenders.
War Memorial Park currently has a Designated Public Place
Order in force, which means that individuals must surrender their alcohol if asked by a CSPO, PCSO or
Police Officer.
As well as carrying out high visibility patrols, confiscating alcohol and dealing with antisocial behaviour
throughout the borough, the CSPOs can issue fixed penalty notices for littering, dog fouling and fly posting.
Staff are encouraged to report all incidents of graffiti, vandalism and antisocial behaviour either through the
contact centre or 101 to ensure an appropriate and timely response. The local community also report such
incidents via the police non emergency service. Data is collected and shared between relevant agencies
and provides a picture of trends and issues in our parks and enables more accurate tasking of officers. The
CSPOs and partner agencies also carry out Environmental Visual Audits (EVAs) to help identify potential
issues and get them dealt with before they become a significant problem.
Operations staff endeavour to resolve minor vandalism issues immediately to reduce impact on users and
wildlife. Major vandalism incidents may require the hiring of contractors. Graffiti is reported to the graffiti
hit squad which is a fully equipped team whose sole task is to remove graffiti on public buildings, log and
photograph instances for reporting purposes. Offensive graffiti is removed as a priority within 24 hours. In
terms of the infrastructure of the park, sight lines are kept open to increase casual observation and hedge
heights are maintained around the car park.
Dog fouling
Parks staff are proactive in encouraging dog owners to pick up dog litter by engaging with park users, issuing
poo bags to dog walkers and highlighting the issue on notice boards.
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2.6 Main recreational facilities
Play area
BMX site/skate park
Aviary
National Cycle Network route
Wedding garden

Tennis courts run by Totally Tennis
Parking (including disabled bays)
Tree trail
Sports pitches
Public toilets

Woodland walk
Bandstand
Meadow areas
Large events arena
Fitness equipment

Totally Tennis
Ten years ago Totally Tennis started with just a handful of players and
has now grown to coach a thousand a week. The coaches are qualified
with the Lawn Tennis Association and between them, they have
coached from beginner to national standard and above.
Following investment from the Lawn Tennis Association and
Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council the facilities are among the
best in the area. The four indoor courts at the War Memorial park are of
a revolutionary design, providing an unrivalled level of natural light quality
and superb acoustics. The four outdoor courts at this site are floodlit for
year-round use.

Events
War Memorial Park is an ideal venue for both small and larger scale events that take place throughout the
year. Private organisations, community groups and the council themselves are keen to take advantage of the
attractive ‘green’ environment that is easily accessible from the town centre.

The event season at the park usually starts with Basingstoke Festival of Transport. This annual event is
organised by The Thornycroft Society, with support from the council, and includes over 900 cars, trucks,
buses, motorcycles, steam engines, military and other classic vehicles on static display. The event typically
attracts around 20,000 people and offers a fantastic, free, family day out.
Basingstoke Live is a free, two day music festival showcasing the best of Basingstoke’s local music scene
alongside national and international artists. Since 2012 Basingstoke Live has become one of the main
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events of The Basingstoke Festival, a two week borough wide festival celebrating the wealth and talent of
community spirit in the borough.
The Basingstoke Half Marathon is a firm fixture on the Basingstoke sporting calendar. The challenging race
course starts on Hackwood Road, adjacent to the park, taking in views of the Hampshire countryside along
the way before heading back to the park to cross the finish line.
The last big event of the year is The Mayor’s Charity Firework Fiesta taking place in 5th November. The
display is hugely popular, with attendance in the thousands.
War Memorial Park also plays host to a range of other smaller scale events during the year, from sponsored
walks, charity events, sports competitions, fun days and circus visits, the park continues to be a popular
place for the community to come together and enjoy their local environment. See Appendix 3 for the 2015
Events Calendar.

Sports provision
There are currently two football pitches and one cricket pitch. These are booked via Basingstoke and Deane
Borough Council.
Sports users include:
Basingstoke Park Run
North Hampshire Road Club
Basingstoke Cricket Club
Forged Fit
Basingstoke and District Saturday and Sunday Football League
Local schools and colleges such as The Costello School, Queen Mary’s college and Basingstoke College
of Technology use the area for sports days and regular sports activities to compensate for limited sports
grounds on their own sites.
Health walks incorporate War Memorial Park regularly on the weekly walks from Eastrop Park. Geocache
sites can also be found in the park. Health walks are promoted to GP surgeries, and different walks are
available for all abilities. Walking provides many known health benefits, and new members are supported by
the volunteer walk leader to help realise those benefits.
Stakeholders
Basingstoke Art club
Basingstoke and District Dog
The Basingstoke Tree Wardens
BDBC property services
Costello School
Fairfields primary school
Geocaching club
Girl Guide groups
Hampshire Gardens Trust
Local residents
National Cycle Network
NHRC Cyclo-Cros
Queen Marys college
Riverdene Residents Association
Scout Groups
St Johns Church of England Aided primary school
Totally Tennis
The WATCH group
		

Basingstoke and District Caged Bird Society
Basingstoke Heritage Society
BDBC events team
Church groups
Event organisers
Forces Fit
General public
Hampshire Constabulary
Incredible Edible
Local schools and colleges
Natural Basingstoke
Park Run
Radcam
Rucstall County Primary school
Sports clubs
The Thornycroft Society
Training Club
War Memorial Park Management plan 17

If you would like a gentle way to improve
your fitness, make new friends and enjoy
your local parks and open spaces, do come
along to a free health walk.

Date

Walk leaves Start/Finish place

Mondays

10.45am

Eastrop Park Boathouse, Basingstoke
RG21 4QE

A choice of 2 or 3 walks.*

Tuesdays

11.30am

Basing Wood entrance, Carpenter’s
Down, Popley, Basingstoke RG24 9AE

A moderate pace for an hour, in woodland.

Tuesdays
Last Tues / month

1.30pm

Basingstoke Sports Centre, Festival
Place, in the centre of town

A very slow walk between 10 to 30
minutes. Note - This walk is not for the
very abled walker.

Wednesdays

10am

Gill Nethercott Centre, Winchester
Street, Whitchurch RG28 7HP

A gentle walk of an hour.

Wednesdays
1st / month

10.30am

The Square, Kingsclere, RG20 5PJ

A gentle stroll for an hour.

Wednesdays

11am

The Aquadrome, Leisure Park,
Worting Road, Basingstoke RG22 6PG

A fairly brisk pace for one hour followed by
refreshments** in the café.

Wednesdays

7pm

From various start places: please see
websites below for details.

A fast pace for one hour. On dark
evenings please bring a torch and
consider wearing high visibility clothing.

Thursdays

11am

The Walled Garden, Down Grange,
Pack Lane, Basingstoke RG22 4ET

A moderate pace for one hour followed by
refreshments** at the Maidenwell Pavilion.

St Thomas Church Hall, Woolton Hill,
Newbury, Berkshire RG20 9XF

A gentle pace for one hour, in the
countryside with some short hills and
muddy footpaths.

Fridays 1st, 3rd
and 5th / month

10.30am

2nd and 4th / month

10.30am

The Rampant Cat Pub, Broad Layings,
Woolton Hill, RG20 9TP

Fridays

11am

Shakespeare House Medical
Centre, Shakespeare Road, Popley,
Basingstoke RG 24 9DS

A gentle to moderate pace for one hour
followed by refreshments** at the surgery.

Fridays
1st / month

1.30pm

Tadley Library, Mullfords Hill, Tadley
RG26 3JE

A moderate pace for one an hour.

Fridays
3rd / month

1.30pm

Tadley Pool, New Road, Tadley RG26
3LA

A moderate pace for one an hour.

Fridays
2nd and 4th /month

10.30am

Baughurst Scout Hut, The Den,
AshLane, Baughurst RG26 5PW

A gentle pace for one hour including some
short hills and muddy footpaths.

Sundays
Last Sun / month

2.30pm

Various start places in Oakley, please
see websites below for details.

A gentle pace.

* There is a choice of two different walks: one for faster walkers and a gentle stroll of about an hour for anyone just
beginning to improve his or her fitness.
**Charges for refreshments vary at different locations.

It’s free! There is no charge to come on the walks – they are led by volunteers.
No need to book, just turn up on the day and register.

13307_1114

For further information about our local scheme, please
CALL:
01256 845284
EMAIL:
healthwalks@basingstoke.gov.uk
FIND DETAILS: www.basingstoke.gov.uk/go/healthwalks
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For further information about the national scheme, please
FIND DETAILS: www.walkingforhealth.org.uk

2.7 Heritage lottery fund grant
A restoration scheme was approved by the Heritage Lottery Fund in 2000 along with a grant of
£382,000 towards the cost of implementation. This was completed in 2001 and included:
•
•
•
•
•

restoration of the historic structures
moving the bandstand from the centre of the park to form a new entrance feature at the
Hackwood Road entrance and a wedding garden
repair and renewal of footpath surfaces, lighting, seats, bins and signage
provision of a new play area
restoration of the woodland walk and replacement tree planting

Section 3 – The park vision
This management plan has been written having taken into account the following strategic aims of the
council, and the agreed aims of the specific service areas relevant to this plan.

3.1 Corporate priorities 2013 to 2017
The contribution which the War Memorial park makes to the delivery of the corporate aims and priorities set
out in Section 1 are demonstrated by the following:
•

•

•

•

•

Residents and visitors value the park and its high quality contributes to a positive image of the Borough
in terms of its visual attractiveness, its prominent location and the facilities and opportunities for
recreation and relaxation it provides.
The delivery of volunteer activities and events in the park help to encourage greater participation in
cultural and leisure activities, provide opportunities for learning and help to strengthen local communities
by involving individuals in the management of the park.
The facilities provided within the park provide opportunities for the local community to engage in more
active and healthier lifestyles both in terms of physical activity, (for example walking, running, trim rail,
conservation works), and mental health (e.g. contact with nature, social interaction and relaxation).
The design of the park provides a diverse natural environment with good access to local residents and
visitors to the town centre. Access to the wider countryside is also promoted through signage, leaflets
and guided walks.
The park acts as a green lung in the centre of the town and providing an attractive green pedestrian and
cycle link between the town centre and the wider countryside and other residential areas.
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3.2 Conservation and heritage
Goldings and its parkland, now War Memorial park, are within the borough council’s Basingstoke town
conservation area which was designated in 1977. The council has a statutory duty under the designation
to ensure that the elements which form the particular character of the conservation area are preserved and
enhanced. The elements that contribute to the special interest of the area include its historic development
and the relationship of the built environment to the natural landscape.

3.3 Vision
A premier town centre park which is welcoming, safe and accessible, and which offers opportunities for
relaxation and recreation to all sections of the residents and visiting communities within an environment
which demonstrates high quality design and sustainable management.

Section 4 - Management objectives
This section covers information and marketing, accessibility, design, security, health and safety, materials,
management, cleanliness and maintenance, sustainability, conservation and heritage and community
involvement.

4.1 Information and marketing
Information signs and notice boards are important to park users and help portray a positive and welcoming
image of the park. Information is provided to enable visitors to make the most of the park as a community
resource. The council’s policy on signs is that they should:
•
•
•
•
•

be used sparingly to avoid cluttering the visual appearance of the landscape
be attractive and in keeping with the overall design of the park
be erected in a position where they are prominent, but do not block views of the park, detract form
the overall design of the park, or present a hazard
be accessible with hard standing beneath where possible and at a height of 1m to the base of the board
have clear and easy to read messages, use symbols and non-reflective glass/perspex following
accessibility guidelines
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•
•
•
•

be clean and well maintained
include contact details for further information on the park or the byelaws (see Appendix 1)
up and coming events or volunteering opportunities
information about park user groups

Play area signs include information about the age range for which the equipment is suitable.
Finger posts are also be used to provide simple, directional information.
The park is publicised via various formats, including leaflets, flyers, guide and event programmes. The
objective is to encourage wider appreciation of the value of the park, by providing information and encouraging
people to visit. Information will include things to do, how the park is managed, benefit to the community and
information about park user groups. Publicity examples can be found in Appendix 4.

4.2 Accessibility
The park will be accessible to all sections of the community and the following guidelines are adhered to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

park entrances will be designed and maintained to ensure easy access for all
ramps will be installed wherever possible where there are changing levels or steps
paths will be well maintained, kept clear and accessible
benches will be installed at regular intervals around the park
furniture will be well placed to avoid becoming a hazard
disabled parking bays are available
facilities are provided where possible to include those with disabilities

Accessibility is of great importance and as such an audit is carried out every five years to ensure that the
park’s infrastructure make it accessible to all, with a view to incorporating as many recommendations as
practically possible into the park development plan. The next survey is due in 2016.

4.3 Design
The park will have a clear overall design, which is distinctive, contemporary, attractive and appropriate to its
use. Principles to be followed are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

good use of shape, colour and texture on both hard and soft landscape
planting will be stimulating
opportunities will be taken to use art to enhance the park
large or bleak spaces wil be broken up using planting unless desirable for large scale events
hard landscape will complememt soft landscape rather than dominate it
materials and furniture will be in keeping with the overall contemporatry urban park design.
They will be durable and have a low environemental impact.
paths will be designed to provide stimulating walks through the landscape whilst at the same time
reflecting desire paths. They will be constructed using appropriate materials
planting layout and species selection will avoid creating future maintenance problems such as intensive
weed control or excessive cutting back. Drought tolerant planting will be used wherever possible and
appropriate
there will be effective visual and sound buffering to ensure a relaxing experience for visitors
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4.4 Health, safety and security
Damage
Due to the complex nature of the area and the amount of users, the park is checked monthly by a trained
member of staff. Each check results in the completion of a report, using the form at Appendix 5. Issues are
reported to relevant parties for action as a matter of urgency and appropriate steps are taken to ensure
user and staff safety. It is the responsibility of the member of staff who reported the issue(s) to ensure that
necessary work is completed.
Equipment
Staff are trained in the use and maintenance of equipment. They carry out risk assessments, and ensure
that machinery and vehicles are properly maintained. Fuel is stored off site.
Vehicular access
The only vehicle access to the park is by operations staff carrying out maintenance duties, events participants and
franchise holders. They are required to drive at 5 mph and with hazard lights flashing.
Tennis facility operation
The conditions of contract include sections on health and safety requiring the operator to comply at all times with
the legal requirements of the Health and Safety at Work Act.
Activities and events
All activities and events in the park will be organised by or previously agreed with the council’s Events Team.
Appropriate risk assessments will be carried out for all events and activities.
External events operators are usually required to leave a deposit depending on the type of organisation. It is
accepted that large scale events held during the year are likely to incur some damage to the park. If the event
is held by the council, the council’s Operations team repair any damage, if damage is incurred by external
organisations they are required to fund repairs.
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Play areas and fitness equipment
These facilities conform to the British standards and are regularly inspected. All the sites are inspected by a
qualified outdoor operational inspector at least every two weeks and are also visited by the local team / inspectors
every other week which means every site gets an operational inspection every week.
In addition, all cleansing staff have been trained to carry out visual inspections on a daily basis when conducting
litter collections. There are approximately 10 members of staff who are trained to carry out operational
inspections. Appendix 6 shows the play area inspection form.
Parks safety survey
A survey is carried out by an independent body every five years. Recommendations are put in place by the
appropriate council officer. A survey was last undertaken in 2012.
Tree surveys
Council trees are currently inspected on a five to six year rolling programme. However, where we have trees with
a busy location combined with high risk conditions we inspect more frequently, every two and half to three years.
Such busy locations are those defined as falling within the following criteria:
·
Trees within falling distance or overhanging busy roads (for example A30, London Road) or footpaths
·
Railway lines
·
Schools
·
Power cables
·
Properties
·
Parks
Conditions associated with high risk trees include:
·
Historic branch loss
·
Pests and diseases
·
Bio mechanical weaknesses, tight forks, included bark, cavities, excessive lean, greater than 20%
·
Low vigour
·
Exposure to wind throw
·
Damage such as trenching, vandalism, poor pruning work and fire
Operations staff who are in daily attendance in the park are quick to report any obvious issues of potential health
and safety concern to the tree team for immediate action.
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Aviary
The aviary is checked and cleaned twice a day by the operations team, ensuring the birds are kept to the highest
welfare standards.
Security
Staff and park users are encouraged to report incidences of anti social behaviour or vandalism to the police or
Community Safety Patrol Officers as they happen or are discovered. The design generally allows good natural
surveillance; in addition the following proactive measures are taken:
•
•
•
•

s ightlines are kept open allowing clear views at entrances and exits, over hedges, along paths and
minimising hiding places.
main paths are lit
maintenance staff wear uniforms and are easily recognisable if visitors need assistance
car parks are well lit, safe and secure

4.5 Management, cleanliness and maintenance
The park will be clean and well maintained at all times as far as is possible. The schedule of works in section 6.3
covers the routine maintenance and standards required. Litter in the park is dealt with by the Operations team.
Bins are emptied daily and the site is kept litter free as much as possible. During major events, additional litter
bins are provided and more regular litter patrols are organised.
Building maintenenace is carried out by the council’s property service team who plan the maintenance, carry out
inspections and effect reactive repairs. Any faults are passed directly to property services who will coordinate with
external contractors to ensure repairs are made.

4.6 Sustainability
The park is managed in accordance with the council’s Climate Change Strategy 2014.
In addition whole life costing decision making, which includes calculating environmental impacts (eg. carbon
emissions) alongside cost over lifetime of equipment, is applied to the purchase of new machinery by the
Operations Manager.
Generally, green infrastructure is protected and enhanced, to enable habitats and species to adapt to climate
change and maximise other benefits, such as the management of surface water run-off.
Pesticides
Pesticides are kept to a minimum and alternative methods are sought wherever possible. All pesticide use must
be in strict adherence to the law, best practice and the council’s pesticide policy (Appendix 2). All chemicals
are stored, issued and transported in accordance with COSHH standards and officers are trained before being
allowed to handle or use pesticides.
Materials
Peat must not be used as a soil ameliorant, the recycled material ProGrow supplied by Hampshire Waste Services
is recommended. Tropical hardwoods will be avoided, and all timber used in the park will be certified by the
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Forest Stewardship Council as coming from sustainable sources. Alternative recycled products will be considered.
Waste reduction and recycling
Green waste production will be kept to a minimum by appropriate choice and location of planting to reduce the
need for continual cutting back and/or frequent replanting. Green waste will be reused on site wherever possible i.e.
by chipping arisings and shooting them back into the base of shrub beds or hedgerows where appropriate. Green
waste which cannot be recycled on site will be recycled by the borough council’s approved waste management
contractor, currently Veolia, based at Bushey Warren, Herriard which is less than five miles from the park.
Water efficiency
Building maintenance ensures there are no leaking taps or other causes of water wastage. Water bills are
monitored by the climate change officer. Capture of rain water and waste water for recycling is not utilised on
site, but this should be considered if the opportunity arises in the future. Apart from the hanging baskets on the
bandstand and newly planted trees, watering of plants is kept to a minimum.

4.7 Conservation and heritage
The park is primarily a public open space managed for public recreation, however it also contains features and
habitats of significance for biodiversity and heritage which can enhance visitors’ experience and connection
with the green space. The biodiversity and heritage of the park environment (both natural and built) will be
maintained and where possible enhanced through appropriate management and interpretation.
Woodlands and trees
The park has established specimen trees, which were plotted and recorded in 2000. Tree management
software, Ezytreev, is used to record and monitor tree works by the council’s tree officers. Tree inspections
are carried out for safety every five or six years, and any necessary works are carried out by contractors.
A tree trail and supporting leaflet have been produced to highlight the tree collection to park users. The trail
is shown on the interpretation board adjacent to the borough offices, and trees are marked with posts and
name plaques. The leaflet can be obtained from the main reception in the Parklands Civic Office as well as
being downloadable from the council’s website.
Hedges
Where appropriate, hedges will be managed for wildlife. They will be cut as late as possible in winter so
that berries remain available to wildlife throughout the cold months. When they are cut, the height will be
increased annually with a view to laying in the future. The cut will also be tapered allowing sunlight and
rainwater to reach the lower foliage.
Grassland
There are three areas that are managed as wildflower meadows without impinging on the character of the
site or its functions. The areas will be cut on an annual basis and arisings will be removed.
Fauna
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Dead wood will be left for wildlife where possible, and the nature area will be managed to encourage diversity.
Throughout the park, plant species providing food and shelter for birds, animals and insects will be used.

4.8 Community involvement
The local community will be consulted on and encouraged to have a positive input into the management of
the park:
Events
New suggestions and ideas for park facilities and management will be actively sought from park users and
potential facility providers. Opportunities for events and activities within the park are being developed, as well as
walks and talks. Opportunities to develop partnerships with local groups to manage the park or facilities within
it will be identified and encouraged. The results of a visitor survey can be found at Appendix 8.
A review of visitor survey methodology is planned for 2015 as part of the implementation of management
planning as part of the council’s Green Infrastructure Strategy. It is anticipated that the survey will utilise the
previous question set (shown in appendix 8) to ensure comparative data and will be made available online,
further enabling visitors to become involved in the management of the park.
Community Orchard
In February 2013 a local community group planted a community orchard in War Memorial Park. With
support from the council, ‘Incredible Edible North Hampshire’ designed an orchard containing fruit trees
from varieties that are local to Hampshire. Volunteers from all over the community, including young people
from The Shaw Trust and local charity Inspero turned out to plant a total of 49 trees.
The community orchard will be an area that can be enjoyed by park users and through interpretation,
used as an educational resource. Incredible Edible will be responsible for the general maintenance of the
orchard with assistance from the council in routine meadow cutting and path maintenance. The site for the
community orchard will enhance a relatively under used section of the park whilst not inhibiting in anyway
the access routes that are used for the many events that take place.
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Section 5 – Resources during the plan period
The park is maintained by the council’s Community Services business unit. The Operations team includes
the operational roles covering cleansing operations and grounds maintenance. The strategic roles
covering development, community involvement and education lie within the Natural Environment team and
Community Development team.

5.1 Staffing
Day to day running of the park is carried out by a team of grounds maintenance and cleansing staff located
at a depot in Eastrop park.

5.2 Finance
The following section outlines the budgets from which funding is available for the park.
The total 15/16 net revenue cost of the Parks and Open Spaces service for Basingstoke and Deane is
estimated at £3.8 million (including business unit and capital recharges). This covers the management and
maintenance of parks. open spaces, play areas, sports pitches associated buildings, woodlands, grass land
and urban trees. Resources required for the War Memorial park are met from this service area.
There is no council capital funding currently identified.
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5.3 Potential external resources
Developer’s contributions
The borough’s local plan allows for the acquisition of contributions from developers for improvements
to community facilities, such as parks, linked to new developments. Some contributions received from
developments within the town centre are potentially available towards improvements to the park in line with
the development plan and management plan.

5.4 Buildings
The building maintenance budget for all buildings associated with parks is for planned maintenance and
reactive work, to cover those items which always occur to a greater or lesser extent such as repairs
following vandalism, plant breakdowns or unplanned utility related repairs e.g. leaking pipes. The buildings
and structures within the park include a shelter, summer house, boundary wall and bandstand.
The anticipated life of all elements of the parks building is estimated and provision is made for repair/
replacement over a 20 year period as required. Building maintenance is carried out by the council’s Property
Services team who; plan the maintenance, inspect the buildings regularly, meet with the ‘client/user’
and also effect reactive repairs as required. Any faults are passed directly to Property Services who will
coordinate repairs with external contractors.
The bandstand roof has recently been replaced with a non-lead material. Temporary signage was used to
advise park users that there is no lead on the roof, in an effort to prevent further vandalism.
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Green spaces
ranger

Parks and
open spaces
development
officer

Layout revision of MPs

New sign to be installed at
the main entrance.

Operations

Community
Development
Officer (Green
Spaces)

Operations

Parks and
open spaces
development
officer

Parks and
open spaces
development
manager

Renovate bandstand

Investigate possibility of
friends of parks group

Thicket management

Under plant trees in
woodland area and at the
subway

Park design review

Fingerpost to toilets

May 2008

Parks strategy
and development
manager

Installation of new lamp
lighting and removal of
ground lighting

April 2009

April 2009

Spring 2014

April 2009

May 2011

March 2011

Dec 2008

April 2008

Target Date

Parks and
open spaces
development
officer

Who

Planting at the aviary and
bandstand

Action

6.1 Action plan

Planning and conservation officers,
Basingstoke Heritage Society and
Operations
operations staff

Hampshire County Council/
volunteers

Local residents, councillors and
Operations
operations staff

Basingstoke Heritage Society

Graphics team

Events

Operations staff

Partners

Section 6 - Development and maintenance

12,000

Estimated
Cost £

Joint funding
staff time

Staff time

Staff time

Parks
development
fund

Funding
Source

Work in progress

May be part of the
design review

Completed

Work in progress

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Comments
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Oct 2010

April 2010

Graphics design
team

Green spaces
ranger

Parks strategy
and development
manager

Operations

Parks strategy
and development
manager

Parks and
open spaces
development
manager

Parks and
open spaces
development
officer

Review MP presentation in
terms of style etc

Design and erect new signs
for aviary

Replace and relocate
existing sockets (2 x 63
amp and 2 x 32 amp) above
ground. Install 6 new 63
amp sockets at various
intervals at edge of park.
Install 2 x 13 amp sockets
and light in the summer
house

Improve the grassland
where the bandstand was
situated. The ground needs
to be levelled and reseeded

Health & safety report by
Zurich

Access routes for event
vehicles should have
grasscrete installed to avoid
damage during wet periods

Install new pedestrian gate
from Hackwood Road
TBC

April 2010

2010

April 2010

June 2010

June 2011

Green Spaces
Ranger

Redesign the Totally Tennis
sign to include contact
details. It also needs to be at
a more appropriate height

May 2010

Target Date

Tree officer

Who

Finish and launch tree trail

Action

Basingstoke Heritage Society

Events team

Events team

Events team

Basingstoke & District Caged Bird
Society

Green spaces ranger

Totally Tennis
Events team
Sports team

Partners

2000

2000

Estimated
Cost £

Parks
budget
staff time

Staff time

Funding
Source

May be part of the
design review, should
be of period design

Included in design
review

Five yearly

Completed

Awaiting advice
from installers of
light columns as to
practicality

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Comments
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Operations

Parks and
open spaces
development
officer

Community
development
officer (green
spaces)

Consult with park users
and non-users re current
value of the park and areas
for improvement including
formal customer surveys

Conservation and
maintenance activities

Events team and
parks team

Continue to produce a
programme of outdoor
entertainment in the park, to
include band concerts, theatre
and children’s activities

Continue to review
management against
sustainability principles

Community
Development
Officer - Green
Spaces

Continue to develop links
with schools and community
groups

Operations

Operations

Monitor security in line with
crime prevention officers
recommendations

Carry out H&S checks
and act on findings as per
management plan and keep
under review

Parks and
open spaces
development
officer

Who

Picnic seats next to the
play area are designed for
wheelchair use. They need
a hard standing area for wet
conditions

Action

Ongoing

Summer 2015

Ongoing

Ongoing

Local schools, youth groups,
conservation and friends groups watch
group and employee volunteers

Zurich Insurance

Operations

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife
Trust

Ongoing

Ongoing

Police, residents associations,
park users, conservation group,
community safety, councillors

Operations
operations staff

Partners

Ongoing

TBC

Target Date

300

150

1,500

1,000

150

Parks
development
budget

Staff time

Staff budget

Staff budget

Events
budget

Operations
budget

A new method of
surveying is being
developed

Next review due 2016

Work in progress

Seen as a priority post
workshop in Jan 08 and
now a priority for the
community safety team.
Green spaces ranger
attended conference
Nov 09 and shared
learning

0

Comments
May be part of the
design review, should
be of period design

Staff budget

Funding
Source

3000

Estimated
Cost £
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Community
development
officer (green
spaces)

Biodiversity
Operative

Community
development
officer (green
spaces)

Community
development
officer (green
spaces)

Operations

Operations

Access consultant

Operations

Parks and
open spaces
development
officer

Meadow planting

Scrub removal and planting
(cowslip) on lip

Development of community
orchard

Meadow preparation and
planting

Wildflower planting in
community orchard

Accessibility Survey

Preparations of WW1
Memorial Poppy areas

Develop a WW1 Peace
Garden

Who

Continue to provide
information through notice
boards on things to see and
do in the park

Action

Incredible Edible

March 2014

2017

March 2014

Dec 2015

Oct 2014

Operations

Contractor

Community Development Officer
(Diversity)

Community Development Officer
(Green Spaces)

Landscape and Horticultural Officer

Natural Basingstoke

March 2012

Oct 2014

Operations team

Partners

March 2011

Ongoing

Target Date

TBC
depending
on success
of attracting
external
sponsorship

5000

1000

400

700

0

100

1,400

300

Estimated
Cost £

Parks and
open spaces
budget

Parks and
open spaces
budget

Parks and
open spaces
budget

Parks and
open spaces
budget

Staff time

Parks
development
budget

Parks
development
budget

Parks
development
budget

Funding
Source

Completed

Consult with The Access Group on results
from the survey

Consider
obtaining
wildflower seeds from
Natural
Basingstoke

Consider
obtaining
wildflower seeds from
Natural
Basingstoke

Completed

Completed

Comments

6.2 Grounds maintenance plan
Grass cutting
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

 Details of the areas to be set aside as natural or pictorial meadows are given in the development plan
in appendix 7.
Cutters to all mowers shall be sharp and properly set, they must cut the sward cleanly and evenly.
Mowers should have their height of cut adjusted so that at no time does ‘scalping’ take place and care
should be taken to ensure that there is no “ribbing” or “bruising” of the sward. The maximum height of
the grass between cycles should not exceed 100mm unless otherwise agreed.
On each grass area as much of the grass as practical shall be cut with a mowing machine. Uncut grass
must not be left adjacent to paving, kerbs or shrub beds. As little as possible shall be left at the base of
walls, fences, hedges, trees, lamp columns and other obstacles.
A nylon cord strimmer shall be used a minimum of four times per year on ‘fine’ and ‘rough’ grass
areas to cut down long grass and weeds growing at the base of walls, fences, hedges, trees, lamp
columns and other obstacles to the height of the adjoining mown grass. The arisings do not need to be
collected. Strimming should be carried out in line with the mowing.
Areas that contain bulbs or corms remain uncut for a minimum of six weeks after the last bulb has flowered.
Meadow areas should be cut using the Amazon Profi Hopper or similar machine where the arisings are
collected, in September, or at a time agreed with the landscape officer.
In very wet conditions, grass cutting shall cease until conditions allow operations to continue without
damaging the surface, levels and contours of the ground or creating ‘divots’ from the cutters.
If inclement weather prevents cutting, operations shall resume once the conditions become suitable again.

Edging
Special Lawn areas should be edged with long handled shears every three weeks between April and October.
Winter work – grass areas
Edge / cut back turf from grass areas overgrowing hard surfaces every four years. Use a purpose built
mulching deck to mulch fallen leaves on a two weekly cycle during the leaf fall period.
Working arrangements
In carrying out pruning work, operations should be timed so as to cause as little disturbance as possible to
pedestrian and vehicular traffic. Wildlife should also be considered.
Pruning – general
•

 edges should be pruned annually between August and February to maintain a neat, tidy and pleasing
H
appearance unless agreed otherwise for the benefit of biodiversity (see section 6.4). The existing heights
of the hedges shall be maintained unless otherwise agreed. The hedge should be pruned to establish a
strong framework with an appropriate shape and width in relation to the height and location of the hedge.
It should be ensured that the width of the hedges do not present a hazard or obstruction to pedestrian
or vehicular traffic. Variegated or other uncharacteristic growth following pruning by mechanical means
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shall be finished / tidied by use of hand shears, secateurs, parrot bills, loppers or other approved method,
suitable to the hedge plant type in order to achieve a high quality finish and appearance.
•

 ll cuttings should be removed and taken to the green waste recycling centre or chipped and taken to
A
our Wade Road depot for recycling purposes.

Herbicide application
The application of herbicides may be made to fences, walls, obstacles, shrub beds and thicket planting, to
ensure these areas are kept under control from weeds, except in the interests of biodiversity. For shrub bed
and thicket planting allow for up to four applications of herbicide at spaced intervals between end March
and the end of September to deal with any weed emergence. All visible weed growth should be treated.
Owing to the complex nature of the weed problem in shrub beds, at tree bases, along hedge lines, fences,
walls, obstacles and thickets, it must be ensured that any chemicals used have been approved for such a
purpose. Any such products must be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
All herbicides are to be applied in line with current legislation and best practice.

Bedding plants
Summer bedding (time of planting)
Summer bedding will be delivered in week 22 and must be completed, weather permitting by the third week
of June.
Supply of the bedding plants
All bedding plants will be delivered by the contracted nursery. Every effort will be made to ensure that
the plants are kept in optimum condition once they have been delivered. The nursery will take away the
containers from the previous seasons bedding. All bedding plants are supplied by nursery’s that use peatfree compost.
Summer bedding preparation
On completion of the spring bedding display towards the end of May, the beds are to be cleared and
cultivated in preparation for the summer bedding display:
•
•
•

•
•
•

 he beds are to be stripped of all existing plant material, including bulbs, unless otherwise agreed.
T
The spring bedding plants shall be lifted by fork so as to include the root ball and offered to parks users
or taken to the green waste recycling centre.
When it has been agreed that the bulbs are to be retained, due care shall be exercised in lifting the
bulbs in order to avoid breaking the necks. Bulbs will be placed into boxes and transported to an
agreed site to allow them to ‘die’ naturally for use the following season.
The bed will be forked over to a depth of 300mm incorporating a fertiliser and organic soil
conditioner (e.g. pro-grow) at the manufactures recommended rate.
The bed will then be trod, firmed and raked to a fine tilt and finally shaped to an agreed profile.
The intended shape and size of the bed shall be maintained throughout the summer unless otherwise
agreed.
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•
•

 ll large stones, weeds, roots and other deleterious material brought to the surface during cultivation
A
will be removed from site.
Cultivation work should not be carried out during excessively wet weather conditions.

Planting
•

•

•
•

•

 lants will be positioned on the beds in accordance with the planting plans and schedules which are
P
prepared by the landscape and horticulture officer. Plants must be spaced according to the details
given on the planting schedule and in accordance with the plans. Changes to the planting scheme
away from the original plan shall only be carried in agreement with the landscape officer in line with the
overall landscape design for the park
By the use of a trowel, holes shall be prepared large enough to accommodate the root ball without
restriction. Each plant must be placed upright in the hole to the same depth as propagated and firmed
in place by use of the hand, but avoiding excess soil compaction. If required canes shall be used to tiein standard or dot plants.
Footprints for example should be removed by lightly forking over the bed to a depth of 25mm in order
to create a high standard appearance.
Plants must be watered thoroughly to root depth, care being taken not to scorch plant foliage and
flowers by watering in conditions of direct sunlight. Any used trays, boxes or containers, should be
stacked neatly in Eastrop depot for collection by the nursery for recycling when the next seasons plants
are delivered.
Any surplus bedding should be held to replace dead or vandalised plants and if necessary planted in
agreed sites not designated by the plant schedule.

Summer maintenance
Routine maintenance visits should be carried out in order to maintain beds in a neat, tidy and attractive
appearance ensuring maximum flowering capacity. Summer bedding will receive visits every two to three
weeks between June and October. At each visit the following operations shall be carried out:
•
•
•
•
•

 ll beds will be cleared of weeds and other debris by hand, hoe or fork as required, avoiding excessive
A
treading of the bed surface.
Dead heading of plants as required and all arisings, weeds and debris to be removed from site to the
green waste recycling centre.
Footprints should be removed and the desired soil profile maintained by lightly hoeing or forking to a
depth or 25mm taking care not to damage the plant’s root system.
The edges of grass areas which abut the planted beds must be trimmed with long handled shears or
other approved mechanical methods.
Irrigation of beds should be carried out between June and August at regular intervals during periods of
very dry weather. All irrigation operations should be carried out at times chosen to avoid scorching of
foliage by direct sunlight.
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Spring bedding (time of planting)
Spring bedding will be delivered during week 40 at the beginning of October and planting will be
completed by end October unless otherwise agreed.
Supply of the bedding plants
All bedding plants will be delivered by the contracted nursery. Every effort will be made to ensure that
the plants are kept in optimum condition once they have been delivered. The nursery will take away the
containers from the previous seasons bedding.
Spring bedding preparation
•

•

•
•
•

 n completion of summer bedding display in October, unless otherwise agreed the bed is to be
O
cleared and cultivated in preparation for spring bedding display. All debris to be removed from site to
the green waste recycling centre.
The bed is to be stripped of all existing plant material. Plants to be lifted by fork so as to include the
root ball and given to parks users or removed from site. The bed will then be trod, firmed and raked to
a fine tilt and shaped to a slightly concave soil profile.
The edges of the bed will be cut using a half moon edging iron, avoiding undercut edges, maintaining
the shape and size of the bed throughout the winter unless otherwise agreed.
All large stones, weeds, roots and other deleterious material brought to the surface during cultivation
will be removed from site.
Cultivation work should not be carried out during excessively wet weather conditions

Planting
Follow previous planting instructions, except when bulbs form part of the spring bedding display, these
should be planted to form a random pattern, i.e. not in straight lines, between the main groundwork display.
Bulbs should be planted with a trowel or dibber, making a hole twice as deep as the bulb. Insert each bulb
point or bud uppermost and give it a gentle twist so that the base is in firm contact with the soil. Cover the
bulb with the excavated soil and firm with the hand.
Spring bedding maintenance
Spring bedding will receive monthly visits between October and April when maintenance operations as listed
previously will be carried out. Irrigation will not normally be required.
Vandalism
When bedding is vandalised, remedial action must be taken immediately and plants replaced.

Mixed borders
General
Mixed borders consist of a mix of – shrubs, herbaceous plants, bulbs and annual bedding plants.
The following maintenance programme shall be adhered to, to ensure that all mixed borders are kept in
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a clean, weed-free and healthy condition. All arisings must be removed from site immediately after each
maintenance visit and any surrounding lawns must be protected during all maintenance operations.
Maintenance work must not be carried out during inclement weather or when the ground is wet, frozen or
frosted unless otherwise agreed. Any changes to the planting scheme shall only be carried in agreement
with the landscape officer and in line with the overall landscape design for the Park.
Seasonal maintenance – spring
•

•

•

•
•

 etween February and March cut back all plants to the previous year’s growth, or to just above ground
B
level to the crown of the plant as appropriate. It is important to be familiar with the nature of the
individual plants and carry out maintenance according to the cultural requirements of the plant species.
All arisings should be taken to the green waste recycling centre.
On one occasion during the spring, after cutting down and planting has taken place, lightly fork over
the whole of the mixed border using a border fork, taking care not to damage the roots of the plants.
The bed will be forked to a level soil profile
During the period March-May on one occasion apply to each bed an organic granular general fertiliser
at the manufacturer’s recommended rate taking care not to leave the fertiliser on the plants. Application
should be by hand or hand held applicator and should be spread evenly over the surface of the soil.
Where maintenance operations require an operative to walk on the soil surface, all footprints and other
depressions will be careful forked over to reinstate a level soil profile.
Apply 75 to 100mm organic mulch such as Progrow every other February following weeding and
pruning operations.

Seasonal maintenance – summer
During the period March to end of September every three weeks spot treat any bindweed with
Glyphosphate using a narrow nozzle on low pressure taking care not to spray other plants. Also hoe
the beds using a Dutch hoe, taking care not to damage plant roots, but removing all other weeds, litter
and other debris. Plants will be selected for their tolerance to withstand dry conditions; however newly
established planting should be irrigated during dry periods until they become established. Advise the
supervising officer of incidents of pest and disease taking remedial action as instructed. In all occasions
organic methods of control should be implemented where possible.

Pictorial Meadows
Cultivation
•
spray area to be sown the previous October to remove any grass and weeds (or previous year’s growth on
previously planted areas).
•
Rotivate the plot to a depth of 20cm in new plots or 10cm in previously planted plots.
•
Use a rake to create a fine tilth, wait a few weeks and then spray-off any weeds/grass that emerge with a
systemic weedkiller or remove by hand if you prefer.
•
A general purpose fertiliser can be added to the soil at this point to help produce a strong flush of growth.
•
Repeat this process to ensure the seed bed is as weed free as possible.
Sowing the Seeds
•
Seeds should be sown early April on a day when the soil is dry enough not to stick to the bottom of boots.
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•
•

 ix the seeds with sand and scatter evenly over the area. The sand helps you to see where you have sown.
M
Gently rake over soil and lightly roll 1g per m2 for perennial mixes or 3g per m2 for annual mixes

Maintenance
Annual mixes
At the end of the flowering season the dead stalks should be cut off and removed. The area should then be
sprayed to kill any grass or weed growth that has developed during the growing season. The area will then
need to be re-cultivated, as above, in time for the following seasons sowing with new seed.
Annual mixes are designed to last for only one year but if the area sown is left uncut you may get some
flowers next season from self-sown seed. However, this will not be anything like the original display and the
area will become dominated by weed growth.
Perennial mixes
At the end of the flowering season (generally between late August and mid September) the dead growth
should be cut down to between 10 and 15cm height and the stalks raked up and removed.
The dominant species within the perennial mixes will change over time, as some plants will take several
years to fully establish. Therefore it will be necessary to adjust the cutting time each year to maximise the
displays. Selective weeding of obvious grass or perennial weeds should be undertaken. Ground preparation
can also be undertaken in any areas where there may have been poor or no germination.
Perennial mixes from this range are not like wild flower meadows, they need an element of on-going
management and should not be thought of as a low maintenance option.
It is important that all areas are checked and weeded if necessary, to prevent establishment of weed
species.
Most common annual and perennial weeds below will dominate the pictorial meadows if left unchecked,
and while providing a valuable nectar source for short periods, will quickly become very messy and untidy,
taking away the ornamental value of the seed mixes. Checks should be made end of May and Mid July to
spot spray emerging weeds. Creeping Thistle may need as many as three chemical applications per season
to eliminate completely and prevent its spread the following year, however the rest should respond very well
to initial treatments.

Shrub beds
Seasonal maintenance
During the period April to September the following activities will be carried out:
•
•

•

 pot treat any bindweed with Glyphosphate as required. Use a narrow nozzle on low pressure taking
S
care not to spray other plants.
Shrubs shall be pruned in accordance with the requirements of each individual species so as to maintain
a continuous shrub area, allowing shrubs to grow into each other but preventing over crowding.
Timing and the extent of pruning will take into account the flowering and fruiting habit of each species,
the natural shape of the shrub, its ultimate size and the scale of the immediate environment.
Any pruning works will take into account the Wildlife and Countryside Act, ensuring no schedule one
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•
•

birds or their nests are disturbed.
Shrubs will be pruned once during the winter period and again during the summer only to cut back
growth which is overhanging hard surfaces / obstructing sight lines.
Shrubs will not be routinely reduced in height unless agreement is reached with the landscape officer.

During the period November to March the following activities will be carried out:
•

•
•

 ut back growth over hanging footpaths, sightline and street lights. All dead diseased and dying wood
C
should also be pruned out and removed to green waste recycling centre. All pruning cuts must be made
with a sharp blade, should be clean, and must be reasonably close to the bud without damaging it.
Tree seedlings and any other woody weeds must be dug out from shrub beds and removed, or if too
large must be cut to the ground and the stump treated with a woody weed killer.
Formative pruning of the shrub beds however, will be additional work and should only be carried out
when directed by the supervising officer. Where possible arisings will be chipped and spread back on
the beds as mulch.

Planting
General
•
•

•
•

•

 ll replacement planting should be carried out in agreement with the landscape officer in line with the
A
overall landscape design plan for the park.
Planting will take place during favourable weather conditions in the dormant season which shall
generally be from the first week in October to the last week in March. Upon arrival to site all shrubs
shall be planted in their respective positions without delay. Do not leave roots exposed to drying winds
or sun for longer than is necessary. Planting will not take place during periods of frosty weather or when
the ground is excessively wet.
All weeds on areas to be planted should be cleared prior to being cultivated and disposed of at the
green waste recycling centre.
Cultivate top soil to a depth of 150mm (300mm for new schemes) in areas to be planted with shrubs or
ground cover using cultivators, rotavators or similar approved equipment making adequate passes and
taking care not to bring up the subsoil to provide a medium to fine tilt. Cultivation by hand to the same
standards should be carried out where machinery cannot be used.
The soil should only be worked in reasonable weather conditions and not conditions that could result in
serious damage to the soil structure. All stones, weeds, roots or other deleterious matter over 50mm in
diameter in any direction which is brought to the surface shall be removed from site.

Positioning of shrubs
•

•
•

 osition of shrubs to be planted should be marked out in accordance with the planting plan or
P
otherwise agreed. When shrubs are set out precautions should be taken to prevent roots drying out.
The planting holes should be excavated 150mm wider than the root spread. Polythene and nonperishable containers should be removed and any damaged roots carefully pruned.
Each shrub shall be placed upright in the centre of a hole large enough to accommodate the roots
without restriction or damage.
Shrubs shall be set at nursery level with due allowance of settlement and the hole should be backfilled
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•
•

to half it’s depth using a topsoil which should be firmed by treading. Care should be taken not to crush
the root ball. The remainder of the soil can then be returned and again firmed by treading.
Tidy the planted area by forking or hoeing through the bed to give a neat finish.
Apply a bark or organic mulch to a depth of 75 to 100mm.

Standard trees
Planting of new trees will be carried out in conjunction with the arboricultural team taking into consideration
the overall landscape design for the park and events requirements.
The tree team will oversee the care and maintenance of all trees including both mature and young tree
maintenance. This includes ensuring that a 4.6m clearance is maintained for service vehicles. Operations
staff should advise the tree team if tree ties appear damaged, worn, too loose or too tight, if stakes
have been removed or damaged, if trees have died, been damaged or vandalised or are affecting public
highways. The tree officers will arrange for the necessary remedial work to be carried out.
Hard surfaces
All hard surfaces within the park will be swept once a week with a mechanical sweeper and by hand in
inaccessible areas.

6.3 Schedule of works
Regularity

Action

Responsible

Daily

Litter pick park twice daily. Increasing to four times a day in busy
periods.

Operations

Carry out daily visual play area inspection and remove any glass or
litter

Operations

Inspect play area and make safe damaged equipment.

Play area inspector

Monthly

Carry out health and safety checks, reporting and acting on findings.

Operations

Quarterly

Carry out general site inspection

Operations

Clean finger post signs and frames of seats and bins with nonOperations
corrosive cleaner in accordance with the manufacturer’s specification.

Annually

Five Yearly

Carry out inspections of buildings and structures and organise repair
works as necessary.

Operations/property services

Check and clean out bird boxes and feeding station.

Operations/Biodiversity
Officer

Carry out an on-site user survey in the summer months.

Parks and open spaces
development officer

Cut the meadow area and the lip, removing the arisings.

Operations

Carry out engineers report on play and fitness equipment.

Operations

Prepare and sow pictorial meadow areas

Operations

Audit and replace or treat park furniture.

Operations

Review management plan.

Landscape officer

Tree safety inspection.

Arboricultural officers

Access audit.

Access officer

Parks safety survey.

Independent body
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6.4 Wildlife Conservation
A balanced green space management plan is beneficial to all forms of wildlife. In addition to the actions
briefly outlined in sections 4.6 regarding sustainability and 4.7 regarding conservation, parks and open
spaces are also actively managed for wildlife.
Birds
Nest boxes have been installed to enhance biodiversity and conservation of our breeding birds, providing a
variety of birds with a safe place to rear their young. We have installed boxes with both small and large holes
to suit a variety of birds from tits, tree sparrows and nuthatches, to robins, wrens and tree creepers. We are
also considering siting an owl box in the park and sparrow nest boxes on the sides of buildings.
We choose nest boxes made from untreated sustainable wood and fix them to trees by using nylon cord
or wire around the box and trunk taking care to protect the trunk by the use of a piece of rubber or similar
material. The fitting should be checked every 2 to 3 years to ensure that it is not damaging the tree and
the box should be removed, cleaned and repaired if necessary annually between October and January in
accordance with the requirements of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, in case unhatched eggs are
found. If found they will be removed and destroyed.
When cleaning out nest boxes it is advisable to wear surgical gloves and a dust mask. Old nests may
harbour fungi growing on damp nest material, which can cause respiratory diseases. Nests can also house
a variety of parasites such as fleas, lice and ticks. It is best, therefore, when removing the old nest to put this
straight into a plastic bag and seal it before disposal. We have also sited a tawny owl box in the park.
Bats
Bat boxes have been installed in the park as they provide artificial roosts sites important for conservation.
Boxes are made from rough sawn timber to give the bats something to cling to. It is very important to make
sure the wood is untreated as many wood preservatives can kill bats. The boxes are positioned on trees,
in groups round three sides of a tree as bats like to move from one box to another during the day and from
season to season as temperatures change. The entrance should be clear from branches with a clear flight
path to the box. The boxes are positioned as high as possible above the ground to avoid predators.
It is important to remember that all bat species are protected under schedule five of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 and therefore training and a licence (obtained from Natural England) is required to
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inspect the boxes. Alternatively the occupancy of boxes can be checked by watching at dusk during the
summer, and by looking very carefully for the small black droppings underneath.
Grassland
Areas of the park are left uncut throughout the year with other areas cut only once bulbs have died back. We
have added wild flowers by sowing areas of the park with wildflower seed benefiting wildlife, adding interest
and improving the attractiveness of long grass. These areas have proven highly popular!
Planting
A wide variety of trees, shrubs, climbers and plants are incorporated in the design adding not only diverse
colour, texture and varied physical structure throughout the year but, more importantly for wildlife, providing
nectar, seeds and cover for wildlife throughout the year.
Hedges
Hedges are a natural boundary and offer shelter as well as a source of food for wildlife. The thicker the
hedge, the more diverse the wildlife. Hedges are typically mixed and consist of native varieties. Where
possible hedges will not be cut until February and will be cut in a tapered shape allowing light and rainwater
to reach the lower foliage as well as the ground at the base.
Deadwood
Dead and decaying wood is hugely important for wildlife and is left where appropriate. While it is recognised
that standing deadwood is the ultimate wildlife habitat, this is not always an option in parks such as this.
If we are unable to leave deadwood standing for safety reasons we fell and leave the wood to rot on the
ground wherever possible.
6.5 Materials, furniture and equipment
Tropical hardwoods will be avoided and all timber used in the park will be certified by the Forest Stewardship
council as being from sustainable sources.
Seating to be Marshalls Metropolis Seat Ref 10.0215E Hardwood with arms and Aluminium Grey frame RAL
9007
Litter bins to be Marshalls Lago “Intercity” MIC 600C with timber infill panel and rainshield with Aluminium
Grey frame.
Bollards to be metal aluminium grey or black smooth column.
Fencing within the park to be bow top metal fencing panels in aluminium grey or zinc galvanised or black.
Soil Ameliorant to be ProGrow supplied by Hampshire County Council.
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6.6 Development plan
War Memorial park design review.
The design review was completed in 2012 identifying the areas for improvements within the park, having
taken into account feedback from visitors and Green Flag Award judges. Implementation will depend on
funds becoming available from existing budgets, from developer’s contributions or external sponsorship.
The priority areas for implementation are the area around the Beacon and the reinforcement of grass areas
to enable improved access for events. The development plan can be found at Appendix 7.
Following the 2014 centenary of the First World War and the popularity of the poppy areas, a project to
create a Peace Garden in between the aviary and London Road entrance has begun. The project involves
working in partnership with the Basingstoke Heritage Society and the Royal British Legion to gather ideas
for commemorations and information about how the war affected the local community. The creation of the
commemorative garden will hopefully draw on local business partnerships to help fund the project.
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Appendix 1
BYELAWS FOR PLEASURE GROUNDS, PUBLIC WALKS AND OPEN SPACES
Arrangements of byelaws
Part 1: General
1. General interpretation
2. Application
3. Opening times

Part 2: Protection of the ground, its wildlife and the public
4. Protection of structures and plants
5. Unauthorised erection of structures
6. Climbing
7. Grazing
8. Protection of wildlife
9. Camping
10. Fires
11. Missiles
12. Interference with life-saving equipment

Part 3: Horses, cycles and vehicles
13. Interpretation of part 3
14. Horses - horse riding prohibited except in certain grounds (subject to bridleway, etc)
15. Cycling
16. Motor vehicles
17. Overnight parking

Part 4: Play areas, games and sports
18. Interpretation of part 4
19. Children’s play areas
20. Children’s play apparatus
21. Skateboarding, etc - skateboarding, etc permitted only in designated area
22. Ball games - prohibition of ball games in some grounds
23. Ball games
24. Archery
25. Field sports
26. Golf

Part 5: Waterways
27. Interpretation of part 5
28. Bathing
29. Ice skating
30. Model boats
31. Boats - to prohibit use of boats etc, without permission
32. Fishing
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33. Pollution
34. Blocking of watercourses

Part 6: Model aircraft
35. Interpretation of part 6
36. Model aircraft - general prohibition

Part 7: Other regulated activities
37. Provision of services
38. Excessive noise
39. Public shows and performances
40. Aircraft, hang-gliders and hot air balloons
41. Kites
42. Metal detectors

Part 8: Miscellaneous
43. Obstruction
44. Savings
45. Removal of offenders
46. Penalty
47. Revocation

Schedule 1 – Grounds to which byelaws apply generally
Schedule 2 – Grounds referred to in certain byelaws
Byelaws made under section 164 of the Public Health Act 1875 and sections 12 and 15 of the Open
Spaces Act 1906 by Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council with respect to pleasure grounds, public
walks and open spaces.

Part 1: General
General interpretation
1. In these byelaws:
“the Council” means Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council;
“the ground” means any of the grounds listed in Schedule 1;
	“designated area” means an area in the ground which is set aside for a specified purpose, that area and
its purpose to be indicated by notices placed in a conspicuous position;
“invalid carriage” means a vehicle, whether mechanically propelled or not,
			 (a) the unladen weight of which does not exceed 150 kilograms,
			 (b) the width of which does not exceed 0.85 metres, and
			(c) which has been constructed or adapted for use for the carriage of a person suffering from a
disability, and used solely by such a person.
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Application
2. These byelaws apply to all of the grounds listed in Schedule 1 unless otherwise stated.

Opening times
3.	(1)	No person shall enter or remain in the Walled Garden, Down Grange except during opening hours.
	(2)	“Opening hours” means the days and times during which the ground is open to the public and
which are indicated by a notice placed in a conspicuous position at the entrance to the ground.

Part 2: Protection of the ground, its wildlife and the public
Protection of structures and plants
4.	(1) No person shall without reasonable excuse remove from or displace within the ground:
			(a)	any barrier, post, seat or implement, or any part of a structure or ornament provided for use in the
laying out or maintenance of the ground; or
			 (b) any stone, soil or turf or the whole or any part of any plant, shrub or tree.
(2) No person shall walk on or ride, drive or station a horse or any vehicle over:
		 (a) any flower bed, shrub or plant;
		(b) any ground in the course of preparation as a flower bed or for the growth of any tree, shrub or plant;
or
		(c) any part of the ground set aside by the council for the renovation of turf or for other landscaping
purposes and indicated by a notice conspicuously displayed.

Unauthorised erection of structures
5. No person shall without the consent of the council erect any barrier, post, ride or swing, building or any
other structure.

Climbing
6. No person shall without reasonable excuse climb any wall or fence in or enclosing the ground, or any
tree, or any barrier, railing, post or other structure.

Grazing
7. No person shall without the consent of the council turn out or permit any animal for which he is
responsible to graze in the ground.

Protection of wildlife
8. No person shall kill, injure, take or disturb any animal, or engage in hunting or shooting or the setting of
traps or the laying of snares.
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Camping
9. No person shall without the consent of the council erect a tent or use a vehicle, caravan or any other
structure for the purpose of camping except in a designated area for camping.

Fires
10. (1)	No person shall light a fire or place, throw or drop a lighted match or any other thing likely to cause a
fire.
(2) Byelaw 10(1) shall not apply to:
			 (a)	the lighting of a fire at any event for which the council has given permission that fires may be lit;
			 (b)	the lighting or use, in such a manner as to safeguard against damage or danger to any person,
of a properly constructed camping stove, in a designated area for camping, or of a properly
constructed barbecue, in a designated area for barbecues.

Missiles
11.	No person shall throw or use any device to propel or discharge in the ground any object which is liable
to cause injury to any other person.

Interference with life-saving equipment
12.	No person shall except in case of emergency remove from or displace within the ground or otherwise
tamper with any life-saving appliance provided by the council.

Part 3: Horses, cycles and vehicles
Interpretation of part 3
13. In this Part:
	“designated route” means a route in or through the ground which is set aside for a specified purpose, its
route and that purpose to be indicated by notices placed in a conspicuous position;
	“motor cycle” means a mechanically-propelled vehicle, not being an invalid carriage, with less than four
wheels and the weight of which does not exceed 410 kilograms;
	“motor vehicle” means any mechanically-propelled vehicle other than a motor cycle or an invalid carriage;
“trailer” means a vehicle drawn by a motor vehicle and includes a caravan.

Horses
14.		 (1) No person shall ride a horse except:
			 (a) in Millennium Green, Whitchurch; or
			 (b) in the exercise of a lawful right or privilege.
		 (2)	Where horse-riding is permitted in any ground by virtue of byelaw 14(1) (a) or a lawful right or
privilege, no person shall ride a horse in such a manner as to cause danger to any other person.
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Cycling
15.	No person shall without either reasonable excuse or the consent of the council ride a cycle in the ground
except in any part of the ground where there is a right of way for cycles or on a designated route for
cycling.

Motor vehicles
16.	No person shall without either reasonable excuse or the consent of the council bring into or drive in the
ground a motor cycle, motor vehicle or trailer except in any part of the ground where there is a right of
way for that class of vehicle.

Overnight parking
17. No person shall without the consent of the council leave or cause or permit to be left any motor vehicle
in the ground between the hours of 12 midnight and 6 am.

Part 4: Play areas, games and sports
Interpretation of part 4
18. In this part:
	“ball games” means any game involving throwing, catching, kicking, batting or running with any ball or
other object designed for throwing and catching, but does not include cricket;
	“golf course” means any area within the ground set aside for the purposes of playing golf and includes
any golf driving range, golf practice area or putting course;
	“self-propelled vehicle” means a vehicle other than a cycle, invalid carriage or pram which is propelled
by the weight or force of one or more persons skating, sliding or riding on the vehicle or by one or more
persons pulling or pushing the vehicle.

Children’s play areas
19. (1) No person aged 12 years or over shall enter or remain in a designated area which is a children’s play
area unless in charge of a child under the age of 12 years.
(2) Byelaw 19 (1) applies to the grounds listed in part I of Schedule 2.

Children’s play apparatus
20. (1) No person aged 12 years or over shall use any apparatus stated to be for the exclusive use of
persons under the age of 12 years by a notice conspicuously displayed on or near the apparatus.
(2) Byelaw 20 (1) applies to grounds listed in part 2 of Schedule 2.

Skateboarding, etc
21. (1) No person shall skate, slide or ride on rollers, skateboards or other self-propelled vehicles except
in a designated area for such activities.
(2) Where there is a designated area for skating, sliding or riding on rollers, skateboards or other
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self-propelled vehicles, no person shall engage in those activities in such a manner as to cause
danger or give reasonable grounds for annoyance to other persons.

Ball games
22. No person shall play ball games in the grounds listed in part 3 of Schedule 2.
23. In any ground where ball games are permitted no person shall play ball games in such a manner:
(a) as to exclude persons not playing ball games from use of that part;
(b) as to cause danger or give reasonable grounds for annoyance to any other person in the ground; 		
		or,
(c) which is likely to cause damage to any tree, shrub or plant in the ground.

Archery
24.	No person shall engage in the sport of archery except in connection with an event organised by or held
with the consent of the council.

Field sports
25.	No person shall throw or put any javelin, hammer, discus or shot except in connection with an event
organised by or held with the consent of the council or on land set aside by the council for that purpose.

Golf
26. No person shall drive, chip or pitch a hard golf ball except on the golf course in West Ham Park.

Part 5: Waterways
Interpretation of part 5
27. In this part:
“boat” means any yacht, motor boat or similar craft but not a model or toy boat;
“power-driven” means driven by the combustion of petrol vapour or other combustible substances;
“waterway” means any river, lake, pool or other body of water and includes any fountain.

Bathing
28.	No person shall without reasonable excuse bathe or swim in any waterway except in a designated area
for bathing and swimming.
Byelaw 28(1) applies to the grounds listed in part 4 of Schedule 2.

Ice skating
29. No person shall step onto or otherwise place their weight upon any frozen waterway.
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Model boats
30.	No person shall operate a power-driven model boat on any waterway except in a designated area for
model boats in Eastrop park.

Boats
31.	No person shall sail or operate any boat, dinghy, canoe, sailboard or inflatable on any waterway without
the consent of the council.

Fishing
32.	No person shall in any waterway cast a net or line for the purpose of catching fish or other animals.

Pollution
33. No person shall foul or pollute any waterway.

Blocking of watercourses
34.	No person shall cause or permit the flow of any drain or watercourse in the ground to be obstructed or
diverted, or open shut or otherwise move or operate any sluice or similar apparatus.

Part 6: Model aircraft
Interpretation of part 6
35. In this part:
“model aircraft” means an aircraft which weighs not more than 7 kilograms without its fuel;
“power-driven” means driven by:
			 (a) the combustion of petrol vapour or other combustible substances;
			 (b) jet propulsion or by means of a rocket, other than by means of a small reaction motor powered
by a solid fuel pellet not exceeding 2.54 centimetres in length; or
			 (c) one or more electric motors or by compressed gas.
“radio control” means control by a radio signal from a wireless transmitter or similar device.

General prohibition
36. No person shall cause any power-driven model aircraft to:
(a) take off or otherwise be released for flight or control the flight of such an aircraft in the ground; or
(b) land in the ground without reasonable excuse.
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Part 7: Other regulated activities
Provision of services
37. No person shall without the consent of the council provide or offer to provide any service for which a
charge is made.

Excessive noise
38. (1) No person shall, after being requested to desist by any other person in the ground, make or permit
to be made any noise which is so loud or so continuous or repeated as to give reasonable cause for
annoyance to other persons in the ground by:
			 (a) shouting or singing;
			 (b) playing on a musical instrument; or
			 (c) by operating or permitting to be operated any radio, amplifier, tape recorder or similar device.
		 (2) Byelaw 38 (1) does not apply to any person holding or taking part in any entertainment held with the
consent of the council.

Public shows and performances
39.	No person shall without the consent of the council hold or take part in any public show or performance.

Aircraft, hang gliders and hot air balloons
40.	No person shall except in case of emergency or with the consent of the council take off from or land in
the ground in an aircraft, helicopter, hang glider or hot air balloon.

Kites
41.	No person shall fly any kite in such a manner as to cause danger or give reasonable grounds for
annoyance to any other person.

Metal detectors
42.	No person shall without the consent of the council use any device designed or adapted for detecting or
locating any metal or mineral in the ground.

Part 8: Miscellaneous
Obstruction
43. No person shall obstruct:
(a) any officer of the council in the proper execution of his duties;
(b) a
 ny person carrying out an act which is necessary to the proper execution of any contract with the
council; or
(c) any other person in the proper use of the ground.
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Savings
44. (1) It shall not be an offence under these byelaws for an officer of the council or any person acting in
accordance with a contract with the council to do anything necessary to the proper execution of his
duty.
(2)	Nothing in or done under these byelaws shall in any respect prejudice or injuriously affect any public
right of way through the ground, or the rights of any person acting lawfully by virtue of some estate,
right or interest in, over or affecting the ground or any part of the ground.

Removal of offenders
45.	Any person offending against any of these byelaws may be removed from the ground by an officer of the
council or a constable.

Penalty
46.	Any person offending against any of these byelaws shall be liable on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding level 2 on the standard scale.

Revocation
47. (1) Byelaw numbers 3 to 19 and 22 to 24 made by Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council on 28
June 1984 and confirmed by the Secretary of State for the Home Department on 29 August 1984
relating to the ground are hereby revoked.
(2) Byelaws made by Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council on 1 October 2003 and confirmed by
the Secretary of State for the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister on 17 November 2003 relating to
the War Memorial park are hereby revoked

Schedule 1
The list of grounds referred to in byelaw 2 are not listed here but are available by request

Schedule 2
The list of grounds referred to in byelaw 19, 20, 22 and 28 are not listed here but are available by request
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Appendix 2
Policy for the application of pesticides
1. Introduction
This procedure describes the requirements and actions required when controlling weeds with herbicides
within soft and hard landscape features of the borough.

2. Procedure
2.1. Legislation and codes of practice.
Operatives carrying out weed control shall comply with all relevant Acts, Regulations and documents.
The code of practice for all weed control using herbicides shall be the “CODE OF PRACTICE USING PLANT
PROTECTION PRODUCTS,”
This may be found at :http://www.pesticides.gov.uk/uploadedfiles/web assets/PSD/code of practice for using plant protection
products – complete 20code.pdf

2.2. Materials
Only products approved by the Pesticide Safety Directorate (PSD) shall be used.
Herbicides shall also be registered by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA).
Approved and registered herbicides are listed in the current “Pesticides – your guide to approved
pesticides”, a document produced by the PSD and the Health and Safety Directorate (HSE).
All herbicides must be used in accordance with the product label and manufactures guidance.
Herbicides using Glyphosate as the active ingredient are the only ones permitted for use as a regular,
scheduled treatment of weeds.
Other herbicides may only be used to control specific sites.
In all cases herbicides shall not be used on sites where the applied chemicals can enter watercourses. The
only exceptions are those herbicides which have been specifically approved by the Environment Agency
(EA) for use near watercourses.
Where the threat of a herbicide entering a watercourse has been identified, the officer requesting the work
shall seek approval from the EA prior to any work commencing.
Risk and COSHH assessments have been carried out for all aspects of work involving the use of herbicides.
These are held at Wade Road depot and available for viewing by whom so ever at any time.
Surplus pesticides, empty containers and waste products will be disposed as prescribed by the product
label and in accordance with all relevant legislation.
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2.3. Staff undertaking, ordering or supervising herbicide treatments.
All persons carrying out herbicide application shall hold the relevant National Proficiency Tests Council
(NPTC) certificates. All operatives will be provided with a continuing programme of training where necessary.
Officers managing a herbicide based weed control programme shall be aware of the legislation and
regulations pertaining to the herbicides and their use on weeds. Initial training shall be supplemented by
programmed updates as required by changes in legislation.
Pesticide advisors consulted by BDBC and /or contactors engaged to carry out such tasks shall hold a
British Agrochemicals Standards Inspection Scheme (BASIS) certificate.
2.4. Records.
Quantities of chemicals used shall be recorded and be available for inspection. This information to be
recorded in the operatives AVM Chemical Application Log.

3. Document review
This procedure will be constantly reviewed to take in relevant advances in technology and working practices
and experience gained from operating the procedure. In addition this procedure is based upon various
codes of practice and therefore will be reviewed if significant changes made to these documents.
A BASIS-certified person shall be consulted when reviewing this procedure.

Appendix 3
Planned events for 2015
Month

Event

Weekly

- Park Run (Saturday mornings)
- Forged Fit (Monday, Wednesday, Saturday)

March

- Circus (Old Common)

April

- Stunt Show (Old Common)
- Easter Sunday Prayers

May

- Dog Show
- Transport Festival

June

- Dog Show
- Flyball Dog Competition
- Thai food festival

July

- Basingstoke Live
- Love Parks events
- Chilli and Cheese Festival

August

- Dog show

October

- Half Marathon

November

- The Mayor’s Charity Fireworks
- NHRC Cyclo-Cross event
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Appendix 4
Marketing examples
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Appendix 5
Health and safety inspection form
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Appendix 6
Play area inspection form

PLAY AREA - ROUTINE
AREA F
Week Commencing:________________

SITE

LOCATION

149

EASTROP PARK

150

WAR MEMORIAL PARK

149

EASTROP PARK

150

WAR MEMORIAL PARK

149

EASTROP PARK

150

WAR MEMORIAL PARK

149

EASTROP PARK

150

WAR MEMORIAL PARK

149

EASTROP PARK

150

WAR MEMORIAL PARK

DATE OF
FAULT
TIME OF
INSPECTIO
Y/N
INSPECTION
N
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Appendix 7
Development plan
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Appendix 8
Summary of results from completed GreenStat surveys for War Memorial park Jan 2010 to 2011
1. 88% of respondents visit the park more than two to three times a year.
2. 87% travel from home with the remainder travelling from work.
3. When asked what they do when they visit the park respondents identified the following as the main
reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To relax or think / for peace and quiet 22%
Enjoy flowers/trees / see birds and wildlife / enjoy the beauty of the surroundings 55.6%
Get some fresh air / For a walk 55.55%
Take a shortcut 55.55%
Walk the dog 22.22%
Children / family outing 22%
To keep fit / to improve my health 55.55%

4. 88.89% of respondents rate the standard of cleanliness and maintenance of the park as good or very
good.
5. Access around the park was considered to be good or very good.
6. 25% of respondents rate the range of visitor facilities that are available as good or very good with 62.5%
rating them as fair and 12.5% as poor
7. 87.5% of respondents are satisfied or very satisfied with the park as a whole.
8. Suggestions for improvements to the park include a refreshment stand and more events including music
for middle aged visitors.
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